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assemblies of German students -"Crambambuli;" it has constantly been sung at die 
Reunions of the Beta for more than half a century, and is hardly less familiar to the 
closing hours of many •a happy meeting m other Chapters. It was written by Hemy 
T. Spencer, a Sig of the Beta of New York in 1843, who died in early manhood in
1 862, little thinking of the harvest which would spring from that modest tribute to
college friendships. Possibly some verses of "Sigs from high Olympus came," which
has sounded the praises of Sigma Phi for nearly or quite as many years, may be older;
exactly when or where this was first sung we have been unable to discover, and the

author or authors -for, as every Sig knows, it is a mosaic of fun and jollity -have
not revealed themselves: to the earlier stanzas others have been added from time to
time, full of the student spirit, or springing from some event of interest to the Society
when written. This song is no doubt more widely known among our elder membership
than any other of our lyrics.

Next in age comes "How sweet the voice," written over sixty years ago by an
other of our departed members, William Stark of the Alpha of Massachusetts : as he 
left it, it had but a single verse (the first) ; the three stanzas which follow were added in 

1852 by Ingalls, Burnham and Stoddard, of the same Chapter, -each contributing a 
verse, - and at once came into general use. Stark composed the spirited music by 
which it has always been sung. He also wrote" Jolly-olly-oh," another song, of which 
the words and music had their birth in the north-east lower corner room of South Col
lege, at Williams, when occupied by Sigs of the Class of I 8 50. How merrily it rang out 
in the olden days, when Stark sang the solo, and Smith and May, Deming and Sherman 
and Brodt, and Camp with_ his powerful basso profundo, took up the jolly chorus I * 

" Oh echoes all immortal! Oh songs of happy years! 

Oh spirit-crowded portal! Oh memories full of tears! " 

All but one of those youthful voices are silent now, but the song they sang still rings in 
our Conclaves. It met with instant favor, and it is doubtful if there has been a Reunion, 
from that day to this, when its rollicking melody has not been heard. "The Sig Char
ter" was originally an after-dinner squib from the pen of Canning, and written with no 
thought that it would ever be sung. Some musical brother at the Alpha of Pennsyl
vania discovered its capabilities, and chanted it to the air of "Robinson Crusoe," with 
the result of evoking some time later, perhaps from some timid Freshman (?) the Latin 
jingle, which serves as a chorus. "Sigma Phi ter inclyta," the oldest of our Latin 
songs, came from the pen of John L. Swift, of the Delta, whose untimely death in 1874, 
deprived us of a devoted Brotner. 

* There were no fraternity houses in those days, and of pianos - an unknown luxury in College halls
only a few in Williamstown. But Stark's "melodeon," and David Smith's famous violin, assisted by guitar� 

and other less classical instruments, furnished an orchestral accompaniment which was the despair, if not th� 

£nvy, of rivals I 
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The earliest of the Convention songs was that known as " Honor crown the Sigma 
Phi," written by Mrs. Sawyer for the Summer Convention at the Beta in 1854, and 
sung by a quartette of Sigs and "Sig sisters" at the public exercises in the Church at 
Clinton, to an old tune, "Vive le Roi," amid great enthusiasm. While therefore the old 
songs, and indeed the new ones as well, may have but little interest to those without our 
mystic pale, should such chance to see them, among our own membership they will be 
found "full of voices to those who understand them." 

Most of the older songs, set to music now rarely sung but familiar to Sigs of "the 
elder band," have been retained, not for any fancied poetic ment they may possess, but 
for the happy memories that cluster about them. With these the committee are glad to 
present some of the more recent effusions of the Sig muse, - occasionally with original 
music -tributes to Sigma Phi from Brothers in the various Chapters, or from sympa
thetic "Sig sisters." Certainly we can "Never forget" Mrs. Bradford, and her charm
ing songs. The modesty of their. authors has deprived us of some which we should 
have been glad to have inducled, and we regret that we have not been permitted the use 
of certain copyrighted music. 

Our thanks are especially due to Mr. E. H. Bailey, who though not a member of 
the Society, has given us most valuable aid iu arranging the music and has also fur
nished original settings for some of the songs. For recovering the music of the old 
Beta song "Honor crown the Sigma Phi," printed here for the first time, and for 
careful supervision of the progress of the work, thanks are due to George R. Marvin 
(Beta '97), who though not a member of the Committee has been of great assistance to 
them in many ways. 

A Sig gathering without a Sig song would indeed be a novelty; if THE SIGNET 
shall serve to add something to their brightness, or recall to some alumnus far away 
from such assemblies the memories of Sig friendships and college days, its purpose will 
be accomplished. 

March 4, 1910. 

In behalf of "The Signet Committee," 

w. T. R. MARVIN,

7 

73 Federal Street, 

Boston 



"It is not fantasy's hot fire, 

It is the secret sympathy, 

The silver link, the silken tie, 

Which heart to heart, and mind to mind, 

In body and in soul can bind." 

Lay of the Last Minstrel, Canto fl 
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